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Key Points 
• The RBA kept the cash rate at 4.1% at its October meeting; 

• That was not a surprise given the run of economic data; 

• There remain good reasons to think another rate hike may yet be on the way; 

• The Q3 CPI data released on 25 October will play a crucial role in determining whether there 

will be a rate rise in November. 

The jobs market has been strong 
 

There was no surprise in the RBA decision to keep the cash rate at 4.1% following its October Board meeting. 

It would have been slightly embarrassing for the previous Deputy Governor in her first meeting as Governor to 

have hiked rates after two weeks in the job, given that she was part of the decision-making process that had 

kept the cash rate unchanged at the preceding two meetings.  

 

Concerns about optics though would not have stopped the Board raising the cash rate. But not enough had 

happened in the domestic and global economy to change the RBA’s view that inflation was on track to hit the 

2-3% inflation target by their end-2025 forecast. Economic growth is at a reasonable, but below trend pace. In 

aggregate both the domestic economic activity and inflation numbers have been coming in a little below 

consensus views.  

 

There have been interesting trends developing beneath the aggregate movements. A notable feature of the 

current economy is the very different views both between and within the household and business sectors about 

the state of their finances.  

 

The jobs market has weakened modestly highlighted by the rise in the underutilisation rate. In my view, that 

increase mainly reflects the big rise in the supply of workers (record high participation rate, record high number 

of people working multiple jobs, strong immigration growth). The demand for workers while down from its highs 

in 2022 remains at historically high levels.  

 

We will find out the quarterly CPI towards the end of October (25th), but the August monthly number and survey 

data suggests price pressures remain in the economy. House prices continue their rise despite the financial 

constraints facing a good portion of households.  

 

The US economy continues to surprise with strength, the Japanese economy is in a good place and some of 

the economic news out of China has been a bit better in recent weeks. Europe is the prime economic region of 

concern (notably Germany). Commodity prices rose through much of September, although they began to 

decline towards the end of the month. That most likely reflected concerns about the impact of the rapid rise of 

bond yields on global economic growth. In turn the rise in bond yields reflected better-than-expected economic 

growth. 

 

The AUD/USD exchange rate declined a little over the course of the preceding month, largely reflecting the 

strength of the $US. The AUD was broadly unchanged when measured against the currencies of all our major 

trading partners. 

 

Despite the Federal Budget surplus, fiscal policy (as measured by the federal and state non-financial public 

sector cash balance) is projected to contribute a little more than it usually would at this time of the economic 

cycle. Mostly this reflects the large infrastructure programs of many states (although a number of states are 

running larger-than-usual operating budget deficits). By my (and the RBA’s) calculations, monetary policy is 

acting to constrain domestic demand (although current bond market pricing suggests something different). 
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There has been a pickup in the underutilisation rate. 

 

The demand for labour slowed but remains strong. 

 

There is a big difference in sentiment between the 
business and household sectors.  

 

The feedback from firms is that there is still plenty 
of pricing pressure in the economy.  

 

The recent decline in the AUD mainly reflected a 
strong $US.  

 

Fiscal policy is contributing a little more to the 
economy than it did in the pre-GFC boom. 
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With the domestic and global economy slowing but still OK, a strong jobs market and price pressures still 

evident, there remains a strong chance that the RBA will feel the need to raise rates again.  

 

Views on whether another rate hike is needed is mixed. In recent months, financial markets have flip-flopped 

from fully pricing in another quarter percentage point move to fully pricing in no chance of another move (at the 

time of writing, there was just over a 50% chance priced for one more quarter percentage point rate rise). 

Financial-market economists are evenly split as to whether another rate rise will be required. 

 

I have been of the view that the most likely timing of another move would either be in November (following the 

Q3 CPI release) or in December (after the Q3 wages data). The thinking is that those pieces of data would 

indicate that inflation pressures were still uncomfortably high. With the unemployment rate near fifty-year lows 

and Australia’s cash rate below that of peer countries, another rate rise would be necessary. A rate rise in 2024 

was considered a less likely possibility. The thinking was that if a rate rise had not happened by end-2023 it 

was because economic growth had slowed enough to be confident that inflation was on track to hit 2-3%. 

 

I am not alone in this view. Virtually all financial market economists who have pencilled in another rate hike 

expect the move to come in either November or December. 

 

But at the time of writing financial markets are priced for a different outcome. A decent chance of a rate change 

in November/December is priced. But financial markets expect the most likely timing of the next rate rise will be 

in February-August next year. One interpretation of financial market pricing is that the last one percentage point 

(or so) decline of inflation will be hard to achieve. Service-sector inflation might prove to be ‘sticky’ (as it has 

been in a number of other economies). The ongoing strong demand for workers could minimise any rise in the 

unemployment rate in the first half of the year. This view has gained support from the growing ‘higher for longer’ 

mantra for global cash rates. 

 

This scenario is not unreasonable and can’t be ruled out. There have been times historically when there has 

been a gap between the bulk of the cash rate moves and the final one or two rate changes in a monetary policy 

cycle. For example, in the mid-1990s the cash rate was cut by 2.5% between July 1996 to July 1997. A final 

quarter percentage point rate reduction then took place in December 1998 (admittedly as a result of the Asian 

debt crisis).  

 

For now, I am keeping with my view that the most likely timing of a rate hike will be November/December. The 

Q3 CPI number (released 25 October) is the main piece of data that will determine whether a November rate 

change is likely.   

Economists more likely expect a cash rate rise at the 
end of 2023. 

 

But financial markets are indicating that if a move 
happens it will be in the first half of 2024. 
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One thing all this discussion about the potential for more rate hikes is to reduce thoughts about the possibility 

of imminent rate cuts. Financial markets have removed any chance of a cash rate decline in Australia in 2024. 

No rate cuts until 2025 is consistent with the current RBA inflation forecasts (as well as that of most other central 

banks). By contrast all but one economist expects a rate cut before the end of next year, with two-thirds 

predicting multiple cash-rate reductions.  

 

I think the first rate cut will be in Q4 2024. This reflects that I have a lower economic growth forecast than the 

RBA (as well as the consensus) and therefore a lower inflation forecast for 2024. If the economy though turns 

out to be stronger than I expect (and more in line with RBA thinking) then the chance is that inflation will turn 

out to be higher than my current projections. And the timing of any rate reduction almost certainly would be 

pushed into 2025. Good news for the economy would mean bad news for borrowers. 

 

We really do live in interesting times. 

  

Regards   

 

Peter Munckton   

Chief Economist  

Bank of Queensland  

BOQ | 255 George Street Sydney NSW 2000    

Twitter: @petermunckton   
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NOT INVESTMENT RESEARCH 

This presentation was prepared by Bank of Queensland Limited ABN 32 009 656 740 Australian Credit Licence Number 244616 

(Bank). 

No Reliance 

This presentation is not investment research and does not purport to make any recommendations. This report is for informational 

purposes only and is not to be relied upon for investment purposes.  You should seek independent advice from a qualified 

professional on these matters. 

This presentation has been prepared without considering your objectives, financial situation, knowledge, experience or needs. The 

content of this presentation is not to be construed as an act of solicitation, or an offer to buy or sell financial products. To the extent 

that you choose to make any investment decision after having read this report, you should consider the appropriateness and 

suitability to your own objectives and obtain independent professional advice about your particular circumstances. 

The Bank makes no representations or warranties about the accuracy or completeness of the content contained in this 

presentation. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations made in this report are subject to change without notice, and may 

differ to the opinions, conclusions or recommendation expressed elsewhere by the Bank. The Bank is under no obligation to update, 

keep current, the information contained in the report. 

Forward-Looking Statements 

This presentation may contain forward-looking statements about market conditions. These forward-looking statements may be 

identified using forward-looking terminology, including the terms “believe”, “estimate”, “plan”, “target”, “project”, “anticipate”, “expect”, 

“intend”, “likely”, “may”, “will”, “could” or “should” or, in each case, their negative or other variations or other similar expressions, or 

by discussions of future events. 

Readers should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements. To the maximum extent permitted by law, 

responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any forward-looking statements, whether because of new information, future 

events, or results or otherwise, is disclaimed. BOQ does not undertake to update any forward-looking statements contained in this 

document, subject to disclosure requirements applicable to it. 

Liability 

The Bank does not accept any liability for any loss or damage arising out of any error or omission in the information provided or 

arising out of the use of all or any part of this presentation. 

"NOTICE (You must not remove this notice from this email)  

 


